
Smart Parking Management
System



Smart City
Applications
The urban population in

Cyprus is expected to grow

8.2% by the year 2030.

The rapid increase in the

number of people residing

in the urban areas is going

to amplify the problems

the residents are already

facing.

Municipalities face the

challenge of maintaining the

quality of life of their

residents, in spite of the

decreasing availability of

resources such as space and

the increasing pollution,

traffic congestion and

criminality.



Wasted time,

Wasted gas money and

Elevated greenhouse gas emissions.

3 Major Problems

Smart Parking

Management

System

Problem

Our Solution
Our solution includes the use of

Hardware and Software, all to better

exploit the cities’ parking space. That

includes in-ground parking sensors,

cameras, parking lot bars and counting

sensors. The hardware is located at the

parking scenes and they collect 

occupational and availability data. That

data is collected in real time and they

are transmitted to the Smartphone

application and website, updating the

users on the parking availability.

Traffic congestion is major problem in

the urban areas the residents have to

face.  A large component of this

problem is caused by the search of a

parking space. It is often frustrating and

time consuming, and vastly exhausting. 

Not only is it an inconvenience, it also

has environmental impacts such as air

and noise pollution.

In order to get around the problem,

many drivers park in no parking spaces,

loading/unloading zones, handicap or

taxi slots.



How does the
System work?

Transparent & Immediate

Payment

The Municipality or the managing

company directly receive the

receipts to their account

4Park is the Smart Parking Systems®

APP.  It is integrated in the system

and it is able to communicate with

all the controlled peripherals. This

unique characteristic of the system

allows for a range of extremely

useful features.

Efficient & Simple Enforcement,

with Integrated Information 

The parking control officer is able to

check the parking regularity directly

on their control terminal (tablet, PC

or smartphone)

 

Car Navigation

The app is integrated into the system,

communicating with the sensors and it  is

able to drive the users to the nearest free

bay.

 

Cards & Subscription

Facilitating the city parking is done by

managing all the issued subscriptions 

Combination with Parking Bay Number

The combination of parking & payment with

the bay number ensures the complete

control of payments & the management of

on-street parking.

Parking reservation

Reserved bays are managed by booking

with advanced payment.



The drivers will be able to instantly find

available parking spaces, saving time

and energy.  Furthermore, the drivers

can be navigated to their spot,

switching out automatically to the

nearest available space, if it gets

occupied.  In addition, the drivers will

be able to pay through their

smartphones, keeping track of the

remaining parking time, having the

ability to renew it.

Drivers

Using our system, the owner of the

parking space is able to observe and

determine policies which will lead to

maximising the profit.  They can observe

the income flows, categorised by area,

duration, time of the day and popularity.

City Hall / Private Owners

Who benefits?



Our Smart City Solutions

Smart Waste

Management System

Smart Lighting

Management System

Environmental Sensors

Smart Parking

Management System

Contact us:

sales@inntenet.com

+357 22013796

https://inntenet.com/


